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Introduction

The Prometheus Program’s Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO) Project is developing a
revolutionary nuclear electric propulsion space system that would return scientific data from the
icy Galilean satellites, Callisto, Ganymede, and Europa. This space system could also be used
for future solar system exploration missions. Several major achievements occurred during Fiscal
Year 2004 (FY 04). These include the addition of Department of Energy Naval Reactors (DOENR) and Northrop Grumman Space Technology (NGST) to the JIMO team, completion of the
Science Definition Team’s final report, generation of the Government and industry team trade
studies and conceptual designs, and numerous technology demonstrations. The sections that
follow detail these accomplishments.

2.

Project Management

FY 04 was an exciting year of transition for the JIMO Project team. With the release of the
nation’s Vision for Space Exploration on January 14, 2004, NASA established the Exploration
Systems Mission Directorate (ESMD) and the Science Mission Directorate (SMD). The
Prometheus Program and JIMO transferred into the ESMD, with JIMO science responsibilities
assigned to the SMD.
The Project team performed comprehensive project planning activities that included technical,
schedule, cost estimating, and programmatic requirements and implementation approaches. The
JIMO Preliminary Project Plan, which includes Level 1 requirements, was approved by NASA in
October 2003. The Project retreat in June 2004 produced a detailed work plan for FY 05,
including the gate products and interim documents required for Project Mission System Review
(PMSR) and Preliminary Design Review (PDR), scheduled for April 2005 and July 2008,
respectively, as well as the FY 05 budget allocations for all JIMO team members. Many other
planning, technical, and costing tools and products were generated that serve as benchmarks for
JPL and NASA programs. This extensive work culminated in a successful NASA/NR Milestone
Preparation Review on June 28 and 29, 2004. The Project successfully passed this ESMD major
program review and obtained approval to proceed with the balance of Phase A activities.
On August 5, 2004, NASA and the DOE-NR signed an historic Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) for DOE-NR to develop, design, deliver, and operate civilian space reactors, including
the JIMO reactor, for the Prometheus Program. This MOU was executed subsequent to formal
assignment of DOE-NR by the Secretary of Energy on March 8, 2004. Prior to this assignment,
JIMO reactor development work was performed by the DOE’s Office of Nuclear Energy (DOENE). Subsequently, work on JIMO was assigned to the Naval Reactors Prime Contractor Team
(NRPCT), comprised of Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory (KAPL), Bettis Atomic Power
Laboratory, and Bechtel Plant Machinery, Inc. (BPMI), with support from other DOE national
laboratories as needed.
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The Project Office established a “One NASA plus DOE” team to marshal the best national
resources in response to the challenge of JIMO formulation. Led by JPL, this team includes five
other NASA Centers (Ames, Glenn, Kennedy, Langley, and Marshall) and the NRPCT.
Thereafter, a major focus of JIMO project management was to proactively integrate the Project’s
development work and its design and management practices with those of ESMD and NRPCT.
Initially, NRPCT was provided extensive documentation regarding the JIMO technical baseline,
and performance and operational requirements and interfaces were revised to reflect NR
recommendations on work-area responsibilities. The Project Office is on its way to fully
integrating NRPCT and forging a strong collaboration through briefings, jointly planned
workshops, technical information transfer meetings, and inclusion in weekly design team
meetings, Monthly Management Reviews, the Project budget retreat, and the NASA/NR
Milestone Preparation Review.
As the fiscal year came to its conclusion, on September 20, 2004, the JIMO team was augmented
with the selection of an aerospace contractor team led by Northrop Grumman Space Technology
and including Northrop Grumman Newport News, Alliance Space Systems, Inc., Hamilton
Sundstrand, and others.
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Science

JIMO science activity over the past year concentrated on two primary areas:
(1) Completion and delivery of the Science Definition Team (SDT) report to NASA
Headquarters.
(2) The assessment of the feasibility of a Europa Surface Science Package (ESSP) as part
of the JIMO science payload.
3.1

JIMO Science Definition Team Report

In February of 2004, the JIMO SDT completed the “Report of the NASA Science Definition
Team for the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO),” which outlined major goals and objectives for
science to be performed in the Jupiter System. These recommendations will serve as a basis for
formulating the JIMO science requirements. The goals and their detailed objectives were
derived by scientific specialization, including the areas of surface geology and geochemistry,
interior science, astrobiology, and Jupiter System science. Driving goals for each area can be
summarized as follows:
(1) Determine the evolution and present state of the Galilean satellite surfaces and
subsurfaces and the processes affecting them.
(2) Determine the interior structures of the icy satellites in relation to the formation and
history of the Jupiter System and the potential “habitability” of the moons.
(3) Search for signs of past and current life and characterize the habitability of the Jovian
moons, with emphasis on Europa.
(4) Determine how the components of the Jovian System operate and interact, leading to
the diverse and possibly habitable environments on the icy moons.
The resulting specific investigations identified by the SDT were synthesized to derive an overarching statement for the JIMO mission:
Explore the icy moons of Jupiter and determine their habitability in the context of the
Jupiter System.
Within this are three well-defined, crosscutting themes (see Figure 3-1):
•

Oceans: Finding their locations, studying the structure of their icy crusts, and
assessing active internal processes.

•

Astrobiology: Determining the types of volatiles and organics on and near the
surfaces and the processes involved in their formation and modification.

•

Jovian System Interactions: Studying the atmospheres of Jupiter and the satellites
and the interactions among Jupiter, its magnetosphere, and the surfaces and interiors
of the satellites.
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Figure 3-1. The JIMO mission will enable a synergistic study of the icy satellites,
providing a basis to understand the Jupiter System as a whole.
Leading up to the final report was a series of SDT and Project activities. Most significantly, the
SDT recommended and the Project accepted, an increase in the science payload from 600 kg to
1500 kg. Additionally, the SDT recommendations were utilized to produce the spacecraft’s
Payload Accommodation Envelope (PAE), the resources available for science.
Significant effort was applied to communicate with the full scientific community through a web
site, presentations and papers at many scientific conferences, and presentations to scientific
advisory panels.
3.2

Europa Surface Science Package (ESSP)

The Science Definition Team concluded that given the high scientific potential from a landed
package and the large resources that would be committed to the JIMO mission, an ESSP should
be included. In addition, the SDT recommended that up to ~25% of the science resources, in
particular, mass (375 kg), could be devoted to the ESSP. Science objectives for a landed
package would focus on three areas: astrobiology, geophysics, and geological-compositional
measurements. If a surface science package is flown, the priority is to do either of the first two
objectives (astrobiology, geophysics), with both highly desired and the geological-compositional
measurements as lower priority.
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Based on the recommendations from the SDT, a study was performed to assess the feasibility of
a Europa Surface Science Package. Key components of the engineering trade space included:
•

Landing technique (hard landing with airbags, rough landing with crushable materials
and soft landing).

•

Mission duration (3, 7, or 14 days).

•

Mass (150, 300, and 375 kg).

•

Radiation environment.

•

Power source.

Results of the study show that mass is an important driver and is dictated by the basic need to
remove significant ∆V during the entry/descent and landing phases of operations. As such,
missions with mass allocations of 150 kg and 300 kg are deemed not to be feasible. In addition,
based on the study assumptions, hard landing with airbags and rough landing with crushable
materials would be precluded. It was found that an ESSP with a mass allocation of 375 kg could
be achieved using either targeted or untargeted soft landing methods. For a 3-day surface
operation, a battery-powered lander should be able to meet the science objectives identified by
the SDT. For 7- or 14-day missions, the increased battery size would scale the lander beyond the
mass allocation limit; however, a small radioisotope power system (RPS) powered lander could
be feasible. The mass cross over between battery- and RPS-powered landers is expected to be
from 3 through 4 days of surface operation.
This study, published as “Europa Surface Science Package Feasibility Assessment,” has
provided an important first step in understanding the challenges to placing a science package on
the surface of Europa. Since this study did not address the specific issues of overall cost,
planetary protection and surface contamination, future analysis is needed to determine how these
constraints impact the trade space.
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Safety

The JIMO Project safety program’s foremost objective is protection of the public and the
environment. Critical considerations associated with the development and use of a nuclearpowered space system also include rigorous compliance with all Federal regulations and open
and effective communication with the public regarding how safety will be ensured.
The Project has made significant progress this year towards establishing the systems and
processes necessary to ensure that the JIMO mission can safely develop a reliable space system
that utilizes both nuclear-fission-generated electricity and electric propulsion. The JIMO Project
hired as the Project Safety Manager a former DOE Assistant Secretary for Environment, Safety,
and Health with extensive experience in nuclear safety and nuclear operations. In addition, the
Project analyzed the Columbia Accident Investigation Board (CAIB) Report and generated a
response and action plan for JIMO.
Special care must be taken to protect the flight hardware during all phases of the mission,
including assembly and testing, to ensure that the hardware will perform as designed when it is
integrated into the spacecraft. Consequently, the Project has also begun to develop the processes
and mechanisms required to provide for the safety of high-value items and flight hardware. For
example, the Project produced a draft of the System Safety Requirements document to define the
Project’s system safety program. The document is currently being revised to reflect the change
in major organizations’ roles and responsibilities and, in particular, the organizations’
requirements for overall safety. The requirements will be reviewed by all participating
organizations, including NR and the spacecraft contractor. Once complete, the safety
requirements will help ensure that all relevant requirements and regulations for the protection of
the public and the environment are strictly applied at all organizations participating in the JIMO
mission and that the hardware will perform as designed.
In addition, as part of the ongoing compliance effort, the Project actively supported NASA in
several efforts designed to familiarize and involve DOE-NR in the processes and requirements
applicable to space missions. JIMO-specific inputs were provided to NASA Headquarters to
support early development of an overall National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) compliance
strategy for the JIMO mission; that strategy is currently under discussion with DOE-NR.
JPL’s Team X prepared a survey of technologies in support of the Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) development effort. The JIMO team participated in development of a
draft Notice of Intent for the Reactor Development Programmatic EIS for coordination with
DOE-NR. A study of particle environments in Earth orbit and beyond was initiated for use in
early reactor design work by DOE-NR. Work continues with initial identification of the
conditions that would exist in off-normal situations so that adequate protection from those events
can be fully considered in the nuclear reactor design.
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Securing the public’s confidence in our ability to safely utilize nuclear systems is extremely
important. The two-year effort of assessing the needs and developing a strategy for the
Prometheus Program public involvement accomplished significant milestones this year. The
JPL-managed Keystone Center effort culminated in a report, “Project Prometheus: Findings and
Recommendations.” The report included six recommendations for greater and more effective
public engagement; these recommendations were accepted and endorsed by NASA
Administrator Sean O’Keefe and are being implemented. The JIMO Project emphasized that
technical staff must clearly communicate information to the public, with sensitivity to specific
public concerns and issues. To assist in this effort, risk communication training and briefings
were delivered to key members of the Project team. Two risk communication briefings were
provided at the Space Technology and Applications International Forum (STAIF) meeting in
January to assist the general space technical community in communicating highly technical
information to the public. In addition, articles, presentations, and abstracts were reviewed by
risk communication staff to ensure that published information was accurate and clear.
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Mission Assurance & Risk Management

The JIMO Project has made significant progress in establishing the Mission Assurance processes
and requirements necessary to ensure a safe and reliable JIMO mission. The JIMO Mission
Assurance Requirements documents were developed with emphasis on establishing a common
and standard set of practices and deliverables that address the specific environmental and
lifetime requirements of the JIMO mission. Detailed discipline-requirements documents were
prepared for radiation control and verification, environmental requirements, electronic parts,
materials and processes, software quality assurance, hardware quality assurance, reliability
assurance, problem failure reporting, and contamination control. With the selection of the
spacecraft contractor, the requirements established in these documents will be further defined.
The JIMO Mission Assurance Team is led by the JIMO Mission Assurance Manager and
consists of representatives and expertise from across the participating NASA Centers and
NRPCT. Mission Assurance Team members generated a number of radiation analyses and faulttree analyses in support of the government studies activities for Technical Baseline 2 (TB2) and
TB2.5 and participated in weekly design meetings and technical analyses. Specific analyses
included reliability analyses to support planetary protection requirements and orbital debris
assessments formulated by Johnson Space Center. The team held a Mission Assurance retreat on
September 8 and 9, 2004, to identify the work priorities and plans to support spacecraft
contractor integration and PMSR preparation. The team also conducted “Environments and
Radiation” tutorials at KAPL and Bettis.
To determine the suitability of electronics and materials to the JIMO environment, radiation tests
and other characterizations are a critical element of the overall JIMO radiation management
program. The JIMO Project has established access to a number of radiation test facilities across
the nation that can provide the various energy levels and particles to simulate the JIMO
environment. For example, an agreement with the Missouri University Research Reactor
(MURR) at the University of Missouri-Columbia was established to utilize the university’s
research reactor for test and characterization of materials and electronics under a controlledneutron environment. A similar agreement was established at The Ohio State University to
support test and evaluation of high-power electronics. Similar agreements were established at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to utilize the High-Energy Electron Beam Facility and
the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute to utilize the Medium-Energy Electron Beam Facility.
Agreements were also established to utilize accelerator test facilities at Brookhaven National
Laboratory, Texas A&M University, University of California, Davis and the University of
Indiana.
The JIMO Project also made significant progress in the area of risk management. The Project
selected the Active Risk Manager tool to facilitate the daily tracking and assessment of technical
risks across the Project. The JIMO Project plans to begin utilizing the tool to actively manage
risk before the PMSR review. The Project also published the Preliminary Risk Management
Plan, which will be finalized with the help of NRPCT and Northrop Grumman.
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6.

System Engineering

6.1

System Engineering Requirements and Process

Members of the JIMO Project Engineering Team supported the Exploration Systems Directorate
as part of a one-month effort at NASA Headquarters to develop the JIMO Level 1 requirements.
This effort included a flow down and linkage of requirements from NASA Level 0 requirements
to the JIMO technical and mission objectives and requirements. It also included a draft
assessment of the applicability and extensibility of JIMO’s nuclear and power technologies to
lunar and Martian surface and transport applications. NR and NRPCT did not participate in this
assessment.
The team also delivered a second draft of the Level 2 Project Requirements Document. This
document defines the Project functions and requirements required to meet the Level 1
requirements and the allocation of these requirements to the Project systems (the Launch System,
the Ground System, and the Space System). Project-level reviews on this document were held in
July and September 2004. The team also conducted workshops with the Science Definition
Team (SDT) in November and December 2003 regarding Project requirements affecting science
accommodation.
The Project made significant progress in the definition of the JIMO system engineering
processes and tools. The Project will follow a model-based system engineering process that
includes at each project level the definition of system functions, requirements, physical
architectures, and verification and validation. CRADLE (a software program developed by 3SL)
was selected for developing and managing the data resulting from this process, as well as
integrating this data with other Project information to be stored in the JIMO Project Engineering
Information System (PEIS). CRADLE is the tool recommended by a multi-center NASA team
for use by the NASA ESMD. To date, the Level 2 Project requirements have been developed
and functionally modeled using this software.
6.2

Mission Architecture and Trades

Over the last year, the Project has developed a highly integrated system model to understand and
validate key mission/system parameters (mass, specific impulse, power output, mission duration,
etc.). With this model, the team has selected the key mission/system parameters for the Project
Technical Baselines (TB 1, TB 2, and TB 2.5) and delivered three mission analysis reports.
First, the “Mission Architecture Trade Study” focused on mass delivered, time of flight to first
Jupiter science, and total mission duration for a variety of launch vehicles, chemical and nuclear
electric propulsion combinations, escape velocities, and power levels. Second, in collaboration
with Project Prometheus, the system model was used to model the applicability of the JIMO
architecture to follow-on deep space missions, with positive results. Finally, the model was used
to explore the feasibility of low-power ≤ 35-kWe power systems. Finding a satisfactory mission
at this power level was found to be unlikely due to increased risk from large radiation exposure
and increased exposure to unstable orbits. In addition, the Project generated the System Analysis
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Report for the Jupiter Exploration Architecture Synergy Task in support of the ESMD Level 1
requirements process.
To assist in documentation of the Project baseline, a Mission Architecture Document was also
delivered with both TB 1 and TB 2. This document establishes the operational concept and
design for each Project system and includes mission phase definitions, timelines, and day-in-thelife scenarios. As the Project approaches the Phase B transition gate, information in this
document will be moved into the Mission Plan.
6.3

Cross-System Technical Support

Coordination and closure of cross-Project technical issues have been coordinated through weekly
Project Engineering Team meetings. In support of cross-system technical engineering, the
Project has delivered a draft Technical Margins Management Plan, a draft Software Management
Plan, and a draft End-to-End Information System Plan. The team also completed an initial
planetary protection study that concluded the following:
1) Transport of microbes from the Europan surface to the ocean cannot be ruled out over
a time span of millions of years.
2) The system impact resulting from an end-of-mission Space System disposal to a
stable quarantine orbit is prohibitive (e.g., a mass penalty on the order of 5000 kg).
As a result, the Project will pursue cleaning and sterilization techniques for meeting planetary
protection objectives with regard to spacecraft impact on an icy moon. A summary of the JIMO
planetary protection status was presented to the Planetary Protection Officer and the Committee
on Space Research (COSPAR) at a COSPAR Assembly in Paris, France (July 22, 2004). The
Project assembly, test and launch operations (ATLO) strategy was peer reviewed at GRC.
The Project has developed a draft Configuration Management Plan and a JIMO documentation
tree and list. Communication and information systems engineers established a Project action
item tracking system and a Docushare site for managing Project records, reports, and
documentation. Reporting and auditing tools for access control groups has been established.
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Government Studies

The government study team completed the development TB 2 and 2.5 (see Figure 7-1). Prior to
NR and NRPCT involvement, the integrated NASA/DOE team performed a comprehensive set
of trade studies and system engineering and design tasks resulting in conceptual designs for the
Space System and the Ground System, as well as an assessment of mission design and launch
options (Figure 7-2 summarizes the trades). Both TB provided conceptual designs for a liquid
metal reactor and closed Brayton cycle (CBC) and thermoelectric (TE) power conversion
systems.
Critical to the government study were 28 detailed peer reviews conducted to assess the adequacy
of the design and its responsiveness to requirements flow down. This work has been analyzed
and documented down to the subsystem level and is contained in detailed peer review reports,
trade study reports, and design description documents. To capture the integrated Space System
and Ground System concepts, comprehensive design description documents were completed for
each. All documents are archived in the JIMO Project’s electronic library.

Figure 7-1. TB 2.5 Integrated Space System
showing area shielded from reactor radiation.
In addition to establishing the Project technical baseline as the starting point for the preliminary
design of a spacecraft utilizing nuclear electric propulsion, the Government Team performed a
cost exercise and risk assessment leading to an informed understanding of Project
implementation, cost sensitivities, and associated technology investments.
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Figure 7-2. Top-level trade space tree.
As part of public outreach and for display at technical conferences, the Government Team
produced full scale models of the following technologies critical to JIMO: gas-cooled reactor,
heat pipe reactor, liquid-metal, Li-cooled reactor, Nuclear Electric Xenon Ion System (NEXIS)
and High Power Electric Propulsion (HiPEP) ion thrusters and thermoelectric power conversion
assembly. These models were displayed at the Space Technology and Applications International
Forum (STAIF) as well as at JPL’s Annual Open House and remain on display in the JPL’s
Spacecraft Assembly Facility (see Figure 7-3). A 1/25 scale model of the space system was also
produced and is currently on display at the KAPL facility.
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Figure 7-3. JIMO technology models are on display for public
viewing in JPL’s Spacecraft Assembly Facility.
The FY 04 government study activities provided in-depth knowledge required to:
•

Create a reference for evaluation of Contractor Phase A studies.

•

Prepare the spacecraft contract request for proposal (RFP) and perform proposal
analysis and contractor selection.

•

Develop an assessment of Project risks.

•

Perform trade studies with NRPCT to support the Space Nuclear Power Plant System
feasibility studies and concept selection.

•

Support the SDT.

•

Develop mission design and launch vehicle options.

•

Develop technology requirements for flight, ground, and launch systems.

•

Provide an in-depth baseline for the Prometheus Program in developing realistic
concepts for follow-on missions.

•

Prepare for a successful PMSR in FY 05.
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Space System

The Government Study Team completed two sequential technical baseline designs (TB 2 and
TB 2.5) to provide an improved understanding of the implementation issues for JIMO. The
latest Space System design, TB 2.5, is shown in Figure 8-1.

Figure 8-1. TB 2.5 stowed and deployed configurations.
The cross-organizational Space System Design Team (SSDT) generated a comprehensive master
equipment list (MEL) for each baseline configuration. The Team developed an innovative,
minimally deployed radiator design, a tetra-Gregorian telecommunications antenna, and an inorbit autonomous rendezvous and docking (ARD) adaptor design and layout. Also, ARC and
Langley completed the aerodynamic protection segment (aeroshell) conceptual design.
These design efforts provided the in-depth knowledge required to:
•

Develop a realistic assessment of the mass and power requirements for the mission.

•

Develop Level 2 and 3 requirements to support the PMSR in FY 05.

•

Develop realistic interface descriptions between the modules.

•

Support the development of realistic launch vehicle options to deliver the mass
required to Jupiter with acceptable flight times.

•

Develop realistic mass reduction options correlated with scope.
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Launch System

The Launch Services Program (LSP) at KSC participated in eight areas of activity in FY 2004:
•

Earth Escape Launch Vehicle (EELV) Derived Heavy Lift Studies: Two separate
studies were conducted to provide conceptual design of heavy lift vehicles to support
Project Prometheus and other ESMD projects. These vehicles ranged in lift mass
from 35 tons to low-Earth orbit (LEO) to 135 tons to LEO. Engineering design
options, launch infrastructure impacts, risk, reliability, non-recurring and recurring
cost, and schedule were identified. Results were briefed to NASA Headquarters and
the JIMO Project in Aug 2004.

•

Program Management: The LSP continued drafting programmatic documents to
support DDT&E of the JIMO launch vehicle. Tasks included the project
implementation plan, systems engineering management plan, work breakdown
structure (WBS) and dictionary, organization, skill requirements, acquisition flow
identification, etc. These documents would be developed into draft plans should LSP
be activated to manage development of a performance enhanced EELV class launch
vehicle.

•

Cost Projection Activities: Provided cost profiles for launch services and for a new
spacecraft processing facility for the JIMO cost estimates. Costs included the
complete DDT&E program, the launch service, and the spacecraft facility.

•

JIMO Spacecraft Processing Facility: Initiated the requirements development
process for the spacecraft processing facility. Drafted a study statement of work to
initiate contractor involvement in facility location and design.

•

Multi-launch Operational Scenario: Developed a statement of work for involving
the launch service providers — Boeing and Integrated Launch Services — in the
development of operational scenarios for multiple launch and assembly in orbit for
the JIMO mission.

•

JIMO Spacecraft RFP Support: Provided support to JIMO for the spacecraft RFP
release.

•

Long-Duration Cryo Upper-Stage Concepts: Drafted the study statement of work for
contractor involvement in doing engineering assessments of current and near-term
capability for long duration cryo-upper stages.

•

Automated Rendezvous and Docking Working Group: Supported the newly
established working group for technologies to support assembly in orbit for JIMO.
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Ground System

The Ground System controls, monitors, and analyzes the mission activities of a space system and
manages, processes, archives, and delivers to the users the mission data collected from the space
system. A typical ground system consists of the following components:
(1) People trained to perform mission operations.
(2) Plans and procedures that define how mission operations are performed.
(3) Software required to perform mission operations.
(4) Communications and computing hardware required to perform mission operations.
(5) Facilities that house the above-listed components.
A draft of the requirements for the JIMO Ground System has been completed. The technical
baseline architecture and associated product breakdown structure, work breakdown structure,
development schedule, and documentation list for the Ground System has been established and
peer reviewed.
The technical baseline architecture for the Ground System consists of two modules:
•

The Mission Operations Module (MOM), which includes the Deep Space Network
(DSN) and Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) tracking, command,
telemetry, and radio metric data delivery, mission data management, mission monitor
and control, navigation, engineering analysis, mission planning, and sequencing
functions.

•

The Science Operations Module (SOM), which includes science data processing,
science data management and transfer to permanent archive, instrument operations,
and science planning functions.
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Reactor

In March 2004, the Secretary of Energy assigned the Naval Reactors (NR) Program the
“responsibility to develop, design, deliver, and operationally support civilian space nuclear
reactors, in furtherance of NASA exploration of our solar system and beyond as part of the
Prometheus Program. Currently, the only defined mission for fission reactors within NASA’s
Prometheus Program is the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter (JIMO).” A Memorandum of
Understanding between NASA and Naval Reactors has been signed to formalize this assignment.
The Naval Reactors prime contractors (Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory [KAPL]), Bettis
Atomic Power Laboratory (Bettis), and Bechtel Plant Machinery, Inc. (BPMI)) have formed the
Naval Reactors Prime Contractor Team (NRPCT) to further this tasking.
Since May 2004, the efforts of the NRPCT have been focused on an assessment of prior work on
space reactors, identification of key issues that must be resolved, development of Project plans
and cost estimates, and concept selection.
11.1

Assessment of Prior Work

The NRPCT has met frequently with NASA Centers (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Glenn Research
Center, and Marshall Space Flight Center) to understand the mechanics of the JIMO spacecraft
and interrelationship of systems. In particular, the reactor, energy conversion devices, heat
rejection radiator, and instrumentation and control systems are tightly coupled. These system
definitions will require close integration of NRPCT and NASA center design and development
efforts, as well as the aerospace contract and the science community. Integrated teams are being
formed for development efforts.
The NRPCT has also met with Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL), Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL),
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), and Y-12 personnel to support JIMO. In
addition to providing key information to the NRPCT, these laboratories are working for the
NRPCT on research and development tasks for JIMO. Work efforts are underway in the areas of
reactor design studies, safety analysis, shield studies, test planning, and materials studies.
11.2

Identification of Key Issues

The NRPCT is performing a broad set of trade studies assessing reactor design, materials,
instrumentation and control, plant integration, energy conversion integration, and overall system
design. Due to system integration requirements, the energy conversion technology must be
chosen in conjunction with the reactor technology. Studies show that many system design issues
will center on high reactor temperatures and the resultant stresses on material performance in a
harsh reactor and space environment. Trade studies have been initiated to evaluate reactor
temperature vs. spacecraft radiator size to assess reactor materials’ lifetime performance against
mass and deployability concerns for the radiator. Sensor materials performance is important for
long mission times in harsh Jovian environments. Material studies for reactor and sensor
materials are underway, both by the NRPCT and by ORNL and LANL under contract to the
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NRPCT. Because the spacecraft will be out of contact at times during transit to Jupiter and
because communication transit round trip times are on the order of 90 minutes while in orbit
around the Jovian moons, automatic reactor control assessments are also underway. Reactor and
shield design studies are in progress to better quantify the effects of materials and configurations
on reactor size, mass, controllability, and long-term reliability.
11.3

Project Planning and Concept Selection

Detailed planning is underway for FY 05 and beyond. In FY 05, the general reactor concept will
be selected (coolant, fuel type, energy conversion, control methods, etc.). This concept selection
will be based on trade studies that will assess materials, design issues, operability,
instrumentation and control, and system integration of the reactor module with the energy
conversion and heat rejection systems. Information from the NRPCT, LANL and ORNL (via
contract), and the NASA Centers will be used in this determination. Detailed FY 05 project
plans are in place to accomplish this selection. A full project plan and cost estimate for the
reactor module will be generated in concert with the concept selection.
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Technology Development

Several important advancements occurred during FY 04 within the JIMO mission technology
development program. The Project has produced technology development plans that include the
independently peer-reviewed maturity criteria required to advance the technology to the
mandatory level of maturity at PDR. In addition to substantial planning activities, multiple
milestones were met, all of which are critical in the path of developing hardware for the
technically challenging JIMO mission.
12.1

Power Conversion and Heat Rejection

The JIMO power conversion and eat rejection (PC&HR) technology element had many
significant accomplishments in FY 04 in its four major investment areas: Brayton,
thermoelectric, heat rejection, and power system materials.
In December 2003, GRC’s 2-kWe Brayton testbed was used to evaluate the integrated operation
of a Brayton power unit and an ion thruster. The Brayton-ion test (see Figure 12-1) successfully
demonstrated high efficiency AC-to-DC conversion, transformer-based voltage boost, and
thruster fault protection. The testing verified that a thruster recycle fault could be detected,
power switched from the ion thruster within several milliseconds, and power switched back in
less than a second, without adversely effecting the thruster grids or Brayton alternator. In a
separate test, the Brayton testbed was used to characterize rotor vibrations under steady-state and
transient operations in order to benchmark mechanical-dynamic design codes. The Brayton
technology area also initiated efforts to design and build a high-power (25- to 100-kWe)
alternator test unit (ATU) and test it within the framework of a JIMO-like electrical power
architecture. Other FY 04 Brayton accomplishments included the evaluation of lightweight
carbon-carbon materials for recuperators and the characterization of gas foil bearings in
representative inert gas environments.

Figure 12-1. Brayton power conversion unit as configured for ion thruster demonstration.
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At JPL, the thermoelectric technology area focused on the synthesis of SiGe materials and the
development of prototype couples. Initial trial runs for a 5X scale-up of SiGe hot-pressed
compact were successfully completed. Hot-shoe bond testing showed electrical and thermal
stability at 1475 K and low-contact resistance using a MoSi2+Si composite interface.
Accelerated testing on SiGe samples at temperatures of 1375 K showed acceptable sublimation
rates that decreased with time, as expected for the diffusion-limited process. Refractory aerogel
was identified as a viable intercouple packaging material providing thermal insulation,
sublimation control, and compliance. These elements were incorporated into an improved
thermoelectric module design that minimizes thermo-mechanical stress. Analytical models have
shown promising results and the potential for reductions in the non-TE temperature drop.
In the heat rejection technology area, GRC initiated a task to design, build, and test a 50-kWt
radiator demonstration unit (RDU). In FY 04, this effort evaluated different radiator panel
designs, heat-spreading techniques, and construction materials for 500-K-class heat rejection
systems. Advanced cooling technologies (ACT) has started life testing of water heat pipes
(shown in Figure 12-2) at operating temperatures up to 550 K with over 3400 hours accumulated
as of September 2004. Work has also begun on alternative heat pipe fluids for this temperature
regime, such as metal halides, by evaluating chemical compatibility with potential containment
materials. Other heat rejection accomplishments included thermal testing and optical property
characterization of candidate radiator surface coatings, and the completion of a parametric design
study on NaK electromagnetic pumps by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory.

Figure 12-2. High-temperature water heat pipe life testing at ACT.
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Under the power system materials technology area, creep testing was started on candidate
superalloy turbine wheel materials MAR M-247 and LSHR with up to 3000 hours accumulated
on test specimens. Two inert gas creep frames were installed at GRC to allow sample testing in
a representative inert gas environment. Superalloy-to-refractory compatibility testing was
initiated to evaluate the potential of oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen transport from Hastelloy-X to
Nb-1Zr. The refractory alloy interface was further addressed through joining studies that
examined the mechanical properties in the diffusion zone of trial electron-beam welds between
Hastelloy-X and Nb-1Zr. To support radiator development, experimental studies were
conducted to evaluate various brazing techniques that join carbon-carbon facesheets to titanium
tubes. The Materials area also initiated a radiation-effects task, performing preliminary
exposures on candidate bearing foils and preparing coated-radiator facesheet coupons for fastneutron irradiation at the Ohio State University research reactor.
12.2

Electric Propulsion

The HiPEP thruster task at GRC demonstrated two different approaches to plasma production in
a rectangular discharge chamber: AC microwave discharge, and DC hollow cathode. The
microwave concept demonstrated up to 16 kW, limited only by the available microwave supply.
The hollow-cathode approach demonstrated power levels from 16 to 40 kW with specific
impulses ranging from 6000 to 10,000 seconds, and efficiencies between 72 and 77%. In
addition, the testing successfully demonstrated flat pyrolitic graphite grids, expected to greatly
increase thruster life.
The NEXIS thruster task at JPL demonstrated a 65-cm circular lab-model ion thruster using
multimagnet ring approach. This thruster demonstrated powers up to 27 kW and efficiencies in
excess of 75% for specific impulses between 6500 and 8700 seconds. In addition, the thruster
demonstrated flat carbon-carbon grids, expected to greatly increase thruster life. Also included
in this task was the design of a new reservoir cathode, expected to reduce the work function of
the material resulting in longer cathode lifetime. A 2000-hr test of the cathode was successfully
completed by MSFC.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12-3. (a) HiPEP demonstrating beam extraction with a microwave plasma source,
and (b) NEXIS thruster operating at 27 kW.
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The power processing unit development efforts at GRC to design, build, and test a subscale,
proof-of-concept beam power supply have been successful. Recent testing of the beam module
has demonstrated low noise and ripple. In addition, a DC-powered accelerator supply was built
and successfully tested.
Life-modeling activities at JPL resulted in new capabilities for measuring plasma and
temperature environments inside cathodes. Models based on these tests indicate that some of the
life-limiting factors for cathodes can be eliminated under proper operating conditions.
12.3

High-Power Telecommunications

A contract has been put in place with Boeing Electron Dynamics Devices (EDD) Inc. for
delivery of two laboratory-model 180-W output RF power traveling wave tubes (TWTs). Boeing
EDD technical staff is working the design, modeling, and analysis phase of the program.
Computer modeling of the electron gun and RF slow-wave (helix) circuit is being analyzed for
optimum performance based on contract specifications. This technology task is on schedule for
delivery in late FY 05.
Radio frequency power combiner laboratory models for high-power telecommunications were
successfully developed to demonstrate architectures for combining power from the multiple
TWTs needed for the JIMO science downlink data rate. GRC developed and successfully tested
a hybrid, two-way combiner. JPL developed and successfully tested a waveguide, five-way
combiner (see Figure 12-4).

Figure 12-4. Five-way combiner model showing RF fields.
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Initial architecture for high-voltage power supply (HVPS) for TWTs was documented. Trade
studies for various JIMO power bus architectures are underway and will be matured in co-design
with the recently selected spacecraft contractor, NGST.
12.4

Low-Thrust Trajectory and Navigation Tool Development

Low-thrust trajectory technology development work in FY 04 focused on trajectory design
challenges. Some significant accomplishments for the year include:
•

JPL and academic partners at the University of Michigan produced analysis
techniques and prototype computer codes for determining “safe zones” for entering
orbit around icy moons in the presence of strong non-spherical and multibody
gravitational perturbations.

•

Created and successfully demonstrated prototype codes to enable trajectory targeting
to a highly stable class of orbits referred to as “distant retrograde orbits”. These orbits
might be a key to achieving complex orbit maneuvering in the Jovian System in a
manner that is robust to temporary loss-of-thrust failures.

•

Initiated collaboration with Ames Research Center to apply high-performance and
parallel computing techniques to low-thrust trajectory design tools.

•

Formulated heuristic guidance laws for low-thrust spiraling phases and demonstrated
that they can achieve near-optimal transfers for certain important cases of interest,
such as large orbital plane changes.

•

Began prototype development of tools for visualization of “manifolds” or classes of
trajectories that are strongly influenced over long periods of time by multiple
gravitating bodies, such as Jupiter and Europa. Understanding the dynamics of such
trajectories is essential to our ability to design robust trajectories for the exploration
of the icy moons of Jupiter.

•

Began development of infrastructure for sharing low-thrust trajectory data between
mission design and navigation computing subsystems.

See Figure 12-5 for a representative orbit generated by the MIV Visualization Tool.
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Figure 12-5. The JIMO representative orbit in blue and a 5:6 resonant orbit in magenta.
This image is captured from the MIV Visualization Tool being developed to support the
design of initial guess solutions for low-thrust trajectories using invariant manifolds. For
JIMO, the invariant manifolds of resonant orbits, such as the one displayed here, are
expected to play a significant role in reducing the fuel required.
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Radiation-Hardened (Rad-Hard) Electronics Development

Four contracts were awarded for the development of radiation-hardened memory devices for an
18-month initial development phase:
•

Local Memory (RAM): BAE/Micron partnership: Rad-Hard SDRAM development.

•

Non-Volatile Mass Memory: SEAKR/Celis: Preliminary system design of a 640-Gbit
multi-channel data recorder using Celis high-density FeRAMs utilizing Texas
Instrument Foundry.

•

Start Up Read Only Memory (SUROM): BAE: This effort is a continuation of the
Chalcogenide device being developed by the Air Force Research Laboratory.

•

SUROM: Symetrix design utilizing an OKI SOI foundry process.

The GRC Team utilizing facilities at The Ohio State University evaluated eight rectifier and
switching device families for total ionizing dose (TID) limitations and neutron displacement
damage dose (DDD) limitations. The JPL Team utilizing facilities at Texas A&M, Brookhaven
National Laboratories, University of California Davis, and Indiana University evaluated six
rectifier and switching device families for high energy ion and proton single event effects (SEE).
Results to date indicate that no one device can meet all JIMO radiation requirements and
development of high-voltage switch and rectifier devices may be required.
The evaluation of devices to meet the project radiation requirements for the power, propulsion,
and telecommunication spacecraft subsystems continued. Devices included high-power
semiconductors, unique drivers, sensors, cables, connectors, and analog-to-digital converters.
The evaluation of four mixed signal application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) fabricated on
the Honeywell Solid State Electronics Center HX2000 and 3000 foundries was completed. Two
of the four ASICs were used to fabricate the first prototype power actuation switching module
(PASM) lot (see Figure 12-6) based on the General Electric high density interconnect (HDI)
process. The evaluation of the PASM lot was initiated.
A verification of the command and data handling (CDH) subsystem was completed. In addition,
the verification test measured general subsystem performance levels under a set of I/O-intensive,
high bandwidth conditions. The test verified that the deep space avionics CDH subsystem is
compliant with the subsystem-level requirements and that it is capable of high-performance
operation in a space application.
The CDH configuration used for the verification and performance characterization activity was
based on the proposed dual-string hardware set for the Europa Orbiter Project. Each string
included:
•

One RAD750 enhanced system flight computer.

•

One system-I/O slice for 1394 and I2C bus communication.

•

One non-volatile-memory slice for data storage (non-radiation tolerant).
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•

One system interface assembly slice for 1553, telecom, and instrument
communication.

•

One engineering model backplane.

•

One breadboard PCU to provide 3.3-V secondary voltage.

Figure 12-6. HDI PASM.
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Acquisition and Industry Studies

The Project maintained its emphasis on competitive sourcing throughout the year, utilizing major
aerospace companies for spacecraft formulation work and large and small businesses and
universities for technology development work. The major focus for the Project acquisition team
was the ESMD 2004 objective, “Competitively award follow-on Project Prometheus JIMO
contract.”
Three industry teams, led by Boeing, Lockheed Martin, and Northrop Grumman, completed
trade studies of the JIMO spacecraft, submitting Task 1 final reports in December 2003. The
teams were then directed to perform conceptual design studies of the spacecraft using a liquid
metal reactor. As requested by ESMD, a derivative mission studies task was added to assess the
applicability of JIMO designs and technologies to lunar-base, Mars-cargo-transport, Mars-base,
and science-exploration missions, a suite of exploration elements enabled by the revolutionary
JIMO nuclear electric propulsion capability. Preliminary and final derivative missions reports
were delivered in April and July 2004, respectively. The conceptual design final reports were
received in September 2004, successfully completing 18 months of industry contributions.

In parallel, comprehensive acquisition strategy planning was performed by the Project Manager
and acquisition team. To take advantage of best practices and lessons learned, the team reviewed
the Columbia Accident Investigation Board (CAIB) Report and the Tom Young Report on
“Acquisition of National Security Programs” and conducted benchmarking of the International
Space Station (ISS), James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), and National Polar-orbiting
Operational Satellite System (N-POESS) programs. The team also researched NASA, DoD, and
National Space Security policy and guidelines for major system acquisition. The team presented
the acquisition strategy to a JPL acquisition strategy review board (ASRB) and, on March 5,
2004, to NASA and NR as an acquisition strategy briefing.
The full Project team, including the NASA Centers and DOE, contributed to development of the
RFP for the spacecraft contract. Supporting documents, the source evaluation board (SEB) plan,
the contract management and surveillance plan, and the spacecraft procurement risk list, were
produced, and the RFP was assessed at two RFP pre-release reviews. The draft RFP was
released to industry for comment on February 23, 2004, followed by a pre-proposal conference.
Industry and NR comments were included in the final RFP, and ESMD Level 1 requirements for
JIMO were incorporated. JIMO-unique rules of engagement and a government task agreement
(GTA) procedure were also included. The final RFP was released on May 18, 2004.
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Spacecraft contractor proposals were received on July 16, 2004. Utilizing a streamlined
evaluation process and an automated proposal evaluation tool, the SEB and supporting panels
and committees completed initial proposal evaluation and competitive range determination in
42 days. Oral discussions and final proposal evaluation were completed in three weeks. The
JPL Director selected the Northrop Grumman team on September 20, 2004 to co-design the
JIMO spacecraft with the Government Team; a letter contract was issued on September 22, 2004.
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Resource Management

Budget and performance integration continued to be a key area of emphasis for JIMO. Cost
estimation, budgeting, earned value management, and program control activities are summarized
below.
Planning for the first Project life cycle cost estimate (LCCE) included two exercises that tested
the process that will be implemented in FY 05. The project team completed LCCE #1 in
November 2003, using TB 1 as the technical basis of estimate, to initially develop the estimation
process. This included space reactor cost estimates by DOE-NE, which were subsequently
provided to the NRPCT. The team completed LCCE exercise #2 in April 2004, using TB 2 and
its 28 engineering peer reviews as the foundation. This activity included process improvements
from lessons learned during the first exercise. Each exercise included the issuance of cost
estimating guidelines, including a detailed WBS and WBS dictionary, and utilization of cost
element reviews to assess the initial estimates by the cost account managers. Additionally, the
cost estimation team worked with NASA’s Independent Program Assessment Office (IPAO),
and its support contractor, Tecolote, to jointly design the process that will be used in FY 05 to
generate the project cost analysis requirements document (CARD) and the NASA independent
cost estimate (ICE).
The Project Office prepared the FY 05 JIMO program operating plan (POP) package, which the
JPL Director presented to the NASA Administrator, Sean O’Keefe, on June 4, 2004. The Project
issued budget allocations to the cost account managers, who prepared detailed schedules and
work agreements that focus next-year activities on those tasks necessary to support the PMSR.
Earned value management (EVM) will be fully implemented in Phase B. The concept of EVM
was introduced this year as a training and learning exercise. The RFP for the spacecraft contract
included requirements for EVM, cost analysis data requirement (CADRe), and risk management
tracking and reporting.
Program control is continuous. Monthly Management Reviews (MMRs) provide formal full cost
accounting reporting by the cost account managers of technical, schedule, and cost performance
against 83 approved work agreements. Project status is presented to NASA and JPL
management on a regular basis via project status reports (PSRs) and quarterly status reviews
(QSRs). The effectiveness of these measures is demonstrated by JIMO’s successful
accomplishment of all key milestones for this year while transitioning into ESMD and
weathering significant FY 04 budget cuts.
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Public Engagement

JIMO’s education and public outreach for FY 04 included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The fabrication of several models and displays depicting elements of the mission.
Participation at science and technology conferences.
The production of a JIMO video.
Website development.
Media coverage.
Events for families and students.

Two 1/25th scale JIMO spacecraft models were made, one depicting the TB 1 design and one
depicting the TB 2 design. The spacecraft models were displayed at the Farnborough
International Air Show in July 2004. In addition, full-scale models of gas-cooled, liquid-metal,
and heat-pipe JIMO reactors were created, as well as a thermoelectric conversion system model,
a HiPEP model, and a NEXIS model. They have been seen by school groups and public tours
visiting JPL.
Also, seven JIMO/Prometheus banners — depicting the JIMO mission, JIMO science, power
conversion systems, electric propulsion, small-rps technology development, reactor concepts,
and the early flight fission test facility — were created. The banners and models were also
included in the JIMO booth at JPL’s Open House, from May 15 through 16, 2004, which
attracted 40,000 visitors (see Figure 15-1). An 8'×10' JIMO display was created for the JPL
Open House. Visitors to the JIMO booth also received JIMO fact sheets providing an overview
of the Project.

Figure 15-1. JIMO models on display as part of the JIMO exhibit at
the JPL Open House, May 2004.
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JIMO participated in numerous conferences and outreach activities, including the Space
Technology and Applications International Forum in Albuquerque, New Mexico; the IEEE
Conference in Big Sky, Montana; the AIAA Joint Propulsion Conference in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida; the Farnborough Air Show in the United Kingdom; the International Energy Conversion
Engineering Conference (IECEC) in Providence, Rhode Island; the “NASA at Your Library”
event in Pasadena, California; the Spirit of Exploration Celebration at the National Air and Space
Museum in Washington, D.C.; the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory
(INEEL) JIMO/Prometheus Event in Idaho Falls, Idaho; and the AIAA Space 2004 Conference
in San Diego, California. In May 2004, the Project presented “JIMO: The Next Mission to
Jupiter” at the University of California, Los Angeles as part of a continuing education astronomy
class. In July 2004, the Project offered a similar presentation at the Santa Monica College
Planetarium.
In December 2003, a JIMO video was created. It was shown for the first time at the American
Geophysical Union (AGU) annual conference in San Francisco, California. This video, along
with a presentation by the JIMO Science Definition Team, sparked widespread media coverage
of the JIMO mission. The Project also supported Light Storm Productions for a planned IMAX
production on “Extreme Life.”
The JIMO website — found at http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/jimo/ — had been viewed 195,000 times
as of May 2004. An ion engine tutorial, created by Numedeon, Inc. through a contract to JPL,
has been a very popular addition to the JIMO website, with the majority of website visitors
running multiple simulations. This tutorial, which was first used on the Whyville website (a
popular website for pre-teen girls, a key target audience for science and technology education
and outreach), has also been incorporated into the Dawn mission website..
Numerous press releases were issued during the year.
Finally, JIMO initiated a summer students program: 28 college undergraduates earned valuable
work experience on JIMO at ARC, JPL, and LANL.
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